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Evidence for another low-temperature phase transition in tetragonal Pb„Zr xTi1Àx…O3
„xÄ0.515,0.520…
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Results of dielectric and resonance frequency (f r) measurements below room temperature are presented for
Pb(ZrxTi12x)O3, x50.515 and 0.520. It is shown that the temperature coefficient off r changes sign from
negative to positive around 210 and 265 K forx50.520 and 200 and 260 K forx50.515. Anomalies in the real
part of the dielectric constant («8) are observed around the same temperatures at which the temperature
coefficient of f r changes sign because of the electrostrictive coupling between the elastic and dielectric re-
sponses. Low-temperature powder x-ray-diffraction~XRD! data, however, reveal only one transition from the
tetragonal to monoclinic phase similar to that reported by Nohedaet al. @Phys. Rev. B,61, 8687 ~2000!#.
Electron-diffraction data, on the other hand, reveal yet another structural transition at lower temperatures
corresponding to the second anomaly in the«8 vs T and f r vs T curves. This second transition is shown to be
a cell-doubling transition not observed by Nohedaet al. in their XRD studies. The observation of superlattice
reflections raises doubts about the correctness of theCm space group proposed by Nohedaet al. for the
monoclinic phase of Pb(ZrxTi12x)O3 below the second transition temperature.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.054101 PACS number~s!: 77.84.Dy, 77.80.Bh
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a revival of interest in
derstanding the stability of various phases in the technol
cally important Pb(ZrxTi12x)O3 ~PZT! ceramics.1–9 The
phase diagram of PZT shows10 a morphotropic phase bound
ary ~MPB! which separates the ferroelectric tetragonal (FT)
and rhombohedral (FR) phase fields on the Ti- and Zr-ric
sides, respectively. This phase boundary is of immense t
nological importance since the dielectric constant («8), pi-
ezoelectric constant (di j ), and electromechanical couplin
coefficient~k! all show maximum response in the vicinity o
the MPB.10 However, the reason for this enhanced elect
mechanical response near the MPB is still not clear. Ba
on the concepts of the thermodynamics of solutions, it w
proposed11,12 in early literature that the stable state of t
system at the MPB should be a mixture ofFT andFR phases.
The range of composition (Dx) over which such a coexist
ence should occur will be decided by the intersection of
free energy (DG) versus x curves for theFT and FR
phases.11,12 It was argued13 that the availability of 14 pos-
sible domain configurations~six for FT and eight forFR
phases! due to the phase coexistence improves the alignm
of polar direction in ceramic specimens on the application
an intense dc electric field. This enhanced poling efficien
was regarded to be responsible for the high electromech
cal response of PZT ceramics for the MPB composition. T
coexistence of the two phases over a composition rangeDx
'0.15 in PZT samples prepared by a solid-state reac
method was taken11 as evidence of this model, even thoug
Dx is now known to depend on the method of sam
preparation.14

However, doubts have been raised about this mode
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phase coexistence at the MPB by Kakegawa a
co-workers,15,16 who attributed the phase coexistence
compositional fluctuations in samples prepared by the so
state route. However, even in highly homogeneous P
samples prepared by a semiwet route,17 the authors of Ref. 2
showed that theFT and FR phases coexist forx50.525,
while pureFT andFR phases are stable forx<0.520 andx
>0.530 compositions, respectively. This method of prepa
tion gives the narrowest composition width (Dx'0.01) for
phase coexistence in the MPB region. Using the resona
frequency (f r),

1,3 the planar electromechanical coupling c
efficient (kp),1,3 and x-ray-diffraction1,2 ~XRD! measure-
ments as a function of temperature, Mishra and co-worke1,3

established the following sequence of phase transitions
the MPB:FT to Pc ~paraelectric cubic phase! for x<0.520,
FT1FR→FT→Pc for x50.525, FR→FR1FT→FT→Pc

for 0.530<x<0.545, andFR→Pc for x>0.550 on succes-
sively increasing the temperatures. These results sugges
the phase coexistence at the MPB (x50.525) is due to a
first-order phase transition between the low-temperat
rhombohedral~stable below room temperature! and higher-
temperature tetragonal phases, since even the pureFR phase
passed through a two-phase region consisting ofFR andFT
phases before transforming fully into theFT phase. This
model of phase coexistence, in which only one of the pha
is a thermodynamically stable phase, whereas the other
is in the metastable state, is different from the phase coex
ence model of Refs. 11 and 12 where the free energ
minimum for the phase coexistence since a common tan
can be drawn to the intersectingDG vs x curves for theFT
and FR phases. Mishra and Pandey3 also proposed a phas
diagram showing the phase coexistence region near
MPB. The work of Mishra and co-workers1,3 revealed that
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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RAGINI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 054101
the electromechanical response of PZT ceramics contai
the coexistence ofFT and FR phases (x50.525) increases
with temperature due to decreasingFR phase content, and
reaches a maximum when the structure is purely tetrag
(FT). This was the first clinching evidence against the d
cades old belief13 that the phase coexistence is responsi
for the maximum electromechanical response near the M
compositions. Mishra and co-workers1,3 proposed that the
enhanced electromechanical response near the MPB co
sitions is linked with the instability in the vicinity of theR to
T phase transition. The first evidence for such an instab
was found by Thapa18 in our laboratory, who observed
dielectric anomaly in tetragonal PZT withx50.520 just be-
low the room temperature. Recently, Noheda a
co-workers4,5 presented XRD evidence to show that there
a tetragonal to monoclinic phase transition in PZT arou
250 and 200 K forx50.520 and 0.50, respectively.

In this paper, we present the results of low-temperat
dielectric, resonance frequency, x-ray-diffraction, a
electron-diffraction studies on the tetragonal to monocli
transition in PZT near the MPB. The dielectric constant («8)
and resonance frequency (f r) measurements show that t
tragonal PZT ~x50.515 and 0.520! undergoes two low-
temperature phase transitions, whereas low-tempera
XRD studies indicate only one transition. Our XRD resu
confirm that the first anomaly in«8(T) and f r(T) is due to
the tetragonal to monoclinic transition reported by Nohe
et al.4 The second anomaly observed by us is due to a c
doubling transition, leading to the appearance of weak su
lattice reflections which are not seen in the powder XR
patterns but are clearly discernible on the selected area
tron diffraction patterns. The origin of cell-doubling trans
tion in the monoclinic phase is discussed in relation to
similar transition in theFR phase.19,20

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation

In order to bring out the subtle features of the PZT ph
diagram near the morphotropic phase boundary, such as
weak anomalies in the dielectric constant at the monocl
to tetragonal phase transition temperature, it is absolu
essential to have samples of exceptionally high quality
terms of chemical homogeneity. There are two sources
chemical heterogeneities in PZT:~i! the loss of PbO due to
its high vapor pressure above 1023 K, and~ii ! nonuniform
mixing of Zr41 and Ti41 at the B41 site of the ABO3 struc-
ture. In the conventional solid-state reaction technique,
quirement of high calcination temperatures, such as 117
used by Guoet al.,8 may promote PbO loss. To minimize th
PbO loss during sintering, a PbO source is commonly us8

However, an excess of PbO may also promote phase c
istence, as shown recently by Kakegawaet al.16 The solid-
state thermochemical reaction in this method takes plac
more than one step. At the early stages of reaction, PbTiO3 is
formed first at a comparatively lower temperature, wh
then reacts with ZrO2 to give a PZT solid solution at highe
temperatures. This multistep reaction mechanism21 remains
as intrinsic source of nonuniform distribution of Zr41 and
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Ti41 in the solid-state reaction method because the driv
force, mainly coming from the entropy of mixing, for Zr41

diffusion at the calcination temperature is rather small.
Our samples were prepared by a semiwet route17 in which

submicron size single-phase PZT powders are obtaine
973 K in 6 h in asingle-step reaction in a mixture of PbCO3
and (ZrxTi12x)O2 solid solution precursor. Use of a low ca
cination temperature ensures good Pb21 stoichiometry. The
unit-cell level mixing of Zr41 and Ti41 is pre-ensured in each
precursor particle of (ZrxTi12x)O2 in the ratio desired for the
final PZT composition,14 since (ZrxTi12x)O2 has been ob-
tained from the thermal decomposition of chemically cop
cipitated (ZrxTi12x)~OH!4 powders, and also the fact that
is a solid solution.

The PZT powders thus obtained were remilled and th
pressed into pellets of 13-mm diameter and 1.5-mm thi
ness at an optimum load of 100 kN. The final sintering w
carried out at 1373 K for 6 h in a PbOatmosphere, without
adding any extra PbO, as usually done in the conventio
solid-state reaction route. The weight loss due to poss
PbO escape was less than 0.1%, and the sintered den
were in excess of 97% of the theoretical density. The x-
line profile analysis of the sintered powders has confirme17

excellent chemical homogeneity. These powders show2,17 a
pure tetragonal structure forx,0.520, and a rhombohedra
structure forx>0.530 with an extremely sharp MPB regio
of Dx'0.01.

B. Data collection

For electrical measurements, fired-on~firing temperature
773 K, duration: 30 min! silver electrodes were applied o
both sides of the pellets. The samples were poled at a fiel
about 20 kV/cm at 373 K for 50 min. The dielectric an
resonance frequency measurements were carried ou
poled samples using impedance analyzers~Solartron model
SI-1260 and HP model 4192!. The sample temperature wa
varied with an accuracy of about61 K below room tempera-
ture.

For XRD measurements, pellets were crushed to fi
powders and annealed overnight at 773 K to get rid of stra
introduced during crushing. A Rigaku 12-kW Cu-rotating a
ode was used as a source of x-ray~CuKa radiation!. Powder
XRD data were collected on a Rigaku powder diffractome
based on Bragg-Brentano geometry. A Ge crystal mo
chrometer was used in the diffraction beam. For lo
temperature studies, the powder sample was mounted on
cold finger of a Rigaku low-temperature attachment capa
of going up to liquid-nitrogen temperature. The temperat
was controlled manually within62 K.

Transmission electron microscope~TEM! studies were
carried out using a Philips model CM20 with Gatan liqui
nitrogen-cooling stage. The ion-milled samples were used
the TEM examinations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The elastic constant of normal solids, which expand
heating, is known to decrease with increasing temperat
1-2
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EVIDENCE FOR ANOTHER LOW-TEMPERATURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 054101
Since f r varies as the square root of the elastic constan
should also decrease with increasing temperature, i.e.,
temperature coefficient off r ~TCF! should be negative. This
indeed is observed for the rhombohedral compositionsx
>0.530) outside the MPB region, as already shown e
where by Mishra and Pandey,3 f r , can, however, show an
anomalous temperature dependence, i.e., a positive tem
ture coefficient, in the vicinity of a structural phase transiti
due to elastic instabilities. Figures 1~a! and 1~b! depict the
variation of the resonance frequency (f r) with temperature
below the room temperature for poled tetragonal PZT
ramic samples withx50.520 and 0.515. It is evident from
Fig. 1~a! that the TCF is positive below the room temper
ture up to 261 K. The positive TCF in this temperature ran
is anomalous and is a signature of an impending struct
phase transition which occurs below 261 K since the sign
TCF becomes negative below this temperature. The T
again changes sign and becomes positive below 231 K,
naling the onset of yet another phase transition occurrin
209 K below which the negative sign of TCF is restored. F
x50.515 also, one finds that the sign of TCF changes tw
below the room temperature, first at 249 K and subseque
around 201 K as shown in Fig. 1~b!.

FIG. 1. Temperature variation of the resonance frequencyf r)
of poled Pb(ZrxTi12x)O3 ceramics: ~a! x50.520; ~b! x50.515
showing two anomalies.
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The temperature around which the sign of TCF chang
one also observes anomalies in the dielectric constant («8)
because of the electrostrictive coupling between the ela
and dielectric responses. This is illustrated in Figs. 2~a! and
2~b! for x50.520 and 0.515. Forx50.520, there are two
anomalies in«8(T) at 205 and 262 K. These temperatur
are in fairly good agreement with the temperatures~209 and
261 K! around which the TCF changes its sign. Forx
50.515, also, there are two anomalies in«8(T) as revealed
by the change of slope around 197 and 253 K in Fig. 2~b!.
Thus the dielectric studies also suggest the existence of
low-temperature phase transitions in the tetragonal P
compositions close to the MPB. It may be noted that the t
anomalies in«8(T) are superimposed on a quasilinearly i
creasing«8(T) background which continues beyond roo
temperature until it leads to a peak corresponding to the
tragonal to cubic phase transition, as already sho
elsewhere.3 The observation of the low-temperature anom
lies in f r(T) as well as«8(T) implies the interaction of the
acoustic and optical phonons.

Unlike the f r(T) and «8(T) measurments, XRD studie
reveal only one structural phase transition similar to that
ported by Nohedaet al.4 This is illustrated in Fig. 3 which
depicts the temperature evolution of 200, 220, and 2

FIG. 2. Temperature variation of the real («8) part of the dielec-
tric constant for Pb(ZrxTi12x)O3 ceramics with ~a! x50.520
~poled! and ~b! x50.515~unpoled! showing two anomalies.
1-3
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RAGINI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 054101
pseudocubic reflections forx50.520. The pseudocubic 20
and 220 reflections form a doublet~002 and 200, 202 and
220!, while 222 is a singlet for pure tetragonal phase as
be seen from the XRD profiles at 300 K in Fig. 3. For t
rhombohedral structure, the 200 pseudocubic reflection
singlet, while the 220 and 222 reflections become doubl
The fact that forT<263 K, the 200 pseudocubic peak is
doublet, while 220 and 222 pseudocubic peaks split into t
lets, suggests that the structure atT<263 K is neither tetrag-
onal nor rhombohedral. The third reflection in the pseudo
bic 222 peak is visible in the lower-temperature plots in F
3. Following Nohedaet al.,4 we propose that the structure o
this phase is monoclinic with space groupCm. It may be
mentioned that for the monoclinic phase, the pseudocu

FIG. 3. Evolution of the XRD profiles as a function of temper
ture showing the tetragonal to monoclinic phase transition
Pb~Zr0.52Ti0.48!O3. The profiles shown correspond to the 200, 2
and 222 pseudocubic indices.
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220 reflection consists of four peaks of which only three
resolved in the low-temperature plots in Fig. 3. The stru
tural phase transition temperature of about 263 K, based
the appearance of the new peaks marked with arrows in
3, coincides with the first low temperature anomaly inf r(T)
and «8(T) plots shown in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a! respectively.
However, there is no signature of any further change
structure in Fig. 3 on lowering the temperature below 263
corresponding to the second anomaly in thef r(T) and«8(T)
data in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!.

Figure 4 depicts the temperature evolution of@001# and

@101̄# zone-selected area electron-diffraction~SAD! patterns
for x50.515. The behavior of thex50.520 sample also fol-
lows the same trend. The monoclinic distortions taking pla
below 263 K, observed in the XRD profiles, are too small
be detected in the SAD patterns for both the zones. The@001#
zone pattern remains unchanged, as can be seen from F
However, in the@101̄# zone patterns, weak superlattice r
flections with pseudocubic indices of the type1

2 $h,k,l % with
h,k,l 52n11 appear at low temperatures as shown

r

FIG. 4. The evolution of@001# and @101̄# zone-axis-selected
area electron-diffraction patterns with temperature. The appear
of superlattice reflections~marked with arrow! with pseudocubic
indices 1/2$h,k,l % in the patterns at 189 and 98 K are due to t
cell-doubling transition.
1-4
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EVIDENCE FOR ANOTHER LOW-TEMPERATURE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 054101
189 and 98 K in Fig. 4. These superlattice reflections are
present in the SAD patterns corresponding to 219 K a
room temperature. The intensity of the superlattice refl
tions increases with decreasing temperature, as can be
from a comparison of the SAD patterns corresponding to
and 98 K. The appearance of these superlattice reflect
clearly suggests that the pesudocubic unit cell is doub
somewhere between 219 and 189 K. Since the sign of T
also changes at 201 K forx50.515, the second anomaly i
the f r(T) and«8(T) plots is due to a cell-doubling transition
The structure of this phase with a doubled cell also seem
be monoclinic or at least pseudomonoclinic, since all
reflections in the XRD patterns below the second transit
temperature could be indexed with respect to a monocl
cell. The monoclinic unit cell dimensions of the lowest tem
perature phaseFM

LT are related to those of the higher tempe
ture phaseFM

HT as aLT5aHT , bLT5bHT , and cLT52cHT .
Thus, while the XRD results confirm that the first transiti
is from the tetragonal to a monoclinic (FM

HT) phase, the
electron-diffraction studies provide structural evidence fo
second transition~i.e., anFM

HT to FM
LT phase! which is a cell-

doubling transition. The superlattice reflections observed
us cannot be accounted for in terms of theCm space group
proposed by Nohedaet al.5 for PZT with x50.52 at T
520 K ~which is well below the second transition temper
ture for this composition!.

The 1
2 $h,k,l %, h,k,l 52n11 type superlattice reflection

observed below the second transition can arise either du
antiparallel displacements of heavy ions like Pb21 and
Zr41/Ti41,20 or due to antiphase rotation of the oxygen o
tahedra in the neighboring unit cells.22 The fact that the su-
perlattice reflections due to the second transition are not
served in the XRD patterns seems to suggest that their o
lies in the antiphase rotation of oxygen octahedra. Such
tiphase rotations mainly affect the oxygen positions
which the x-ray diffraction has a low sensitivity. Neutro
diffraction data may probably reveal the presence of th
superlattice reflections.

A similar cell-doubling transition is known to occur fo
the rhombohedral phase of PZT on the Zr-rich side of MP
as shown by several workers using neutron,19 and
electron-diffraction20 data. The high-temperature rhomboh
dral phase (FR

HT) transforms into a low-temperature rhomb
hedral (FR

LT) phase in which the oxygen octahedra are rota
in an antiphase manner about the polar@111# axis, leading to
a doubling of the pseudocubic cell. Anomalies in the TC
~Ref. 23! and dielectric constant19 were reported at theFR

HT

to FR
LT transition similar to what we have observed for t

FM
HT to FM

LT phase transition. However, there is some cont
versy about the origin of the superlattice reflections obser
in the electron-diffraction patterns of theFR

LT phase. Super-
lattice reflections with1

2 $h,k,l %-type pseudocubic indice
with hÞkÞ l , h, k, andl 52n11 ~denoted asR2 type in Ref.
20! are consistent with ana2,a2,a2 tilt system22 for theFR

LT

phase, and are also present in the neutron-diffraction
terns. The corresponding octahedral tilts arise through
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condensation of theR point (q5 1
2 , 1

2 , 1
2 ) phonons at the

Brillouin-zone boundary. In the electron-diffraction pattern
one also observes20,24 1

2 $h,k,l %-type reflections withh5k
5 l ~denoted asR1 type in Ref. 20! whose origin cannot be
accounted for in terms of the octahedral tilts.20 The origin of
1/2$h,k,l % with h5k5 l (52n11) type reflections was
explained20 by postulating antiparallel displacement of Pb21

ions. The fact that theseR1-type superlattice reflections oc
cur uniquely in electron~and not neutron or x-ray! diffrac-
tion suggests that the structures responsible for them
caused by surface effects in the TEM specimens.20 The su-
perlattice reflections observed by us are ofR1 type as well as
R2 type. In close analogy with theFR

LT phase, theR2-type
superlattice reflections observed by us in theFM

LT phase are
clearly indicative of octahedral tilts, but theR1-type reflec-
tions could well be due to the surface effects in thin TE
specimens. This needs to be verified in any future neutr
diffraction study.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The MPB for PZT samples prepared by the semiwet ro
lies in the composition range 0.520,x,0.530 and its intrin-
sic width is very narrow (Dx<0.01). The temperature varia
tion of the dielectric constant and resonance frequency
tetragonal compositions~x50.515 and 0.520! close to the
MPB shows that there are two low-temperature phase t
sitions. Low-temperature XRD data confirm that the fi
transition is from the tetragonal~space groupP4mm! to a
monoclinic FM

HT ~space groupCm! phase similar to that re
ported by Nohedaet al.4 The second transition is a cel
doubling transition. The structure of this phase (FM

LT) with a
doubled cell also seems to be monoclinic or at le
pseudomonoclinic since all the reflections in the XRD p
tern below the second transition temperature could be
dexed with respect to a monoclinic cell. However, the o
served superlattice reflections ofR2 type in theFM

LT phase,
due to antiphase rotation of the oxygen octahedra, canno
accounted for in terms of theCm space group assigned b
Nohedaet al. for the low-temperature phase of PZT withx
50.520 at 20 K. The assignment of the correct space gr
for the lowest temperature phase of PZT withx50.50,
0.515, and 0.520 has to await the results of neutron diffr
tion studies which are currently underway.
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